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Lee,Erdenberger and RosenW in Slots
, , -
-In SBAElection wi thLow Studen tTurnou t
David Lee, Day President
Janie Erdenberger, Day Vice-President
.C.Jean Ivey, second Year Night Rep. (L.) ,
. Pierre Nys, Third Year Night Rep.
by Ron Ostroff
David Lee was elected Presi"
dent, and Janie Erdenberger and.
Jerry Rosen were elected Vice
Presidents when less than twenty
per cent of the National Law
.Center student body voted for
Student Bar Association (SBA)
officers and representatives last
Tuesday.
, With a greater than nine to
one margin students also voted
to have the SBA review the first
year legal writing and research
course, and make recommenda-
tions to the administration 'and
faculty. (See article on referen-
dum, p. 6.)
Dominating the election were
a flurry of mostly single write-in
votes for 113 candidates ranging /
from Mickey Mouse, Porky Pig,
and Petunia, to students actually
enrolled atthe law school. Only
twelve day' students and two
night students had met .the
simple requirements of signing
their name to a list on the SBA
office door before the Febuary 6,
5 p.rn. deadline to have their
., names on the ballot.
Of the eleven victorious cand-
idates, five were write-ins. Night
Vice President Jerry Rosen won
with eight write-in votes to
Dennis Manken's five. Third
year night student Pierre Nys
collected nine votes to win as' a
write-in candidate for third year
night representative. Nys was on
the ballot and received 17 votes
(one more' than winningcandi-"
date C. Jean Ivey) as a second
year night representative, but
could not win because he is a
third year night student. One
write-in vote was" cast in the
fourth· year night representative
_race to make. Sam Walsh the
SBA representative of that class. "
In the contest 'for the third
year,' day representatives, 'listed,
candidate Michael Hess received
32 votes, while write-in candi-
date Robert. Adams received-
four. Write-in candidates for the
last third year representative
slot, Gary Burke, Ben Levin; and
AprilLucas created a three way
tie when they each received three
- votes. Outgoing SBA President
Please tum to p. 6, col. 1
Bobby Yadley (L.), Jennifer Monroe, and
Elaine Schlinger, Seco~d Year Day Reps.
Michael,Hess, Third Year Day Rep .
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Women and the Law.......-
Philadelphia Conference
by Catherine Tinker
The seventh National Confer-
ence on Women and the Law
will be held in Philadelphia,
March 12·14, 1976.' Eleanor
Holmes Norton, Chairperson of
the New York City Commission
on Human Rights, will be the
featured speaker. A series of
workshops will emphasize skills-
oriented knowledge and train
women to use legal tools to
combat sex discrimination in all
areas of life.
Law students, lawyers, and
other feminists from all over the
country will share expertise and
develop strategies for litigation
and political action concerning
women's status in America.
Clusters of workshops have been
organized around basic topics
like: Constitutional law, eco-
nomic problems of women,
employment problems of wo-
men. reproductive freedom, wo-
men and the family, women in
institutions, women in law prac-
tices, and victimization of wo-
men.
Some of the workshops will
offer theoretical explorations of
policy concerning the ERA,
organizing women workers, vio-
lence against women. and the
use of traditional reform tactics
like lobbying for feminist issues.
Other workshops will be how-to
sessions on litigation techniques
for Title VII and Title IX
actions, tough custody cases,'
and products liability suits on
drugs and devices which adver-
sely affect women's control of
their bodies and health.
The section on women in law
will include a two-part session
on alternative practice; feminist
law within a traditional practice;
and women in trial practice, a
feminist perspective on the
adversary system. A mock trial
Coming
Dance & Drama
Ballet
• The New York City Ballet will feature seven Washington
premieres during their spring engagement, presented at the
Kennedy Center in the Opera House, February 17th through the
29th.
The Company's Coppelia will have its Washington debut
February 19th. Choreographed by George Balanchine and
Alexandra Danilova after Marius Petipa, the NYCB's production is
the only current Coppelia to use the complete Delibes score.
Also in the repertory are the New York City Ballet's newest
ballets, George Balanchine's Chaconne set to music from Gluck's
opera Orpheus and Eurydice featuring Suzanne Farrell and Peter
Martins, and Jerome Robbin's Fanfare set to Benjamin Britten's
Young Person's Guide to the Orchestra, with the dancers
representing the various symphony orchestra instruments. Sets and
costumes are by Irene Sharaff
Four ballets from last May's sold-out Ravel Festival in New York
will be presented. They include Le Tombeau de Couperin and
Sonatine by Balanchine, and Jerome Robbins' InG Major set to a
Ravel piano concerto, and Ma Mere l'Oye, a tongue in cheek!
rendering of several popular fairy tales. I,
The full roster of more than 90 NYCB dancers, plus the
Company's symphony-size orchestra will perform during the
Kennedy Center engagement.
Theatre
.Jane Alexander, Richard Kiley, Jan Miner and David Selby will
star in "The Heiress" to be presented at the Kennedy Center for six
weeks openning on Friday, Febuary 27 at the Eisenhower Theatre.
Four Previews of the play will begin Febuary 24 and include a
matinee on Thursday, Febuary 26.
GW Theatre will stage Tennessee Williams' "A Streetcar Named
Desire" on Febuary 19, 20, and 21, and on Febuary 26,27, and 28.
All performances will be at 8 pm in GW's Marvin Theater.
Admission is $2.00 with student ID.
International- Student ID Card
Eurailpass Britrail Pass
RESERVATIONS
TICKETS
EVERYWHERE
Amtrak
. , FREE SERVICE
Air
Steamship
MARVIN CENTER
CALL 659·2968
will feature the Joanne Little
case as tried by feminists.
In previous years, conferences
have been held at the law schools
of NYU, University of Chicago,
Berkeley, University of South
Carolina, University of Texas,
and Stanford, beginning in
1969. 1500 persons are expected
to attend this year's conference,
which will be held at Temple
University Law School. Over 30
NLCwomen have registered so
far.
Further information about the
conference, registration, or hotel
accommodations is available in
the Women'sLegal Clinic office
in Bacon Hall or from Linda
Nussbaum or Maureen Bren-
nan.
Judge John J. Sirica of the U.S. District Court, (left) spoke with
Dean Robert Kramer of the Law Center before lunch on Thursday,
February 5, 1976. Sirica, who suffered a heart attack while
addressing the GW Law Alumni Association at that Luncheon, is
recovering well at GW Hospital.
International Law Events
familiar with it. Staff attendance
is not required.
Those interested who can not
attend should contact Robert
Lehrman at 966-1233 or at the
Journal office in Room 10 of
_ Bacon Hall. '
All those persons interested in
participating on the Journal
staff this semester are invited to
attend. This meeting is directed
at introducing the Journal to
those students who are not
• The Journal of International
Law and Economics will hold its
Spring new staff organizational
meeting on- Thursday, Febuary
19th at 1:00 and 8:00 p.m. in
Room 31 of Stockton Hall.
• The International Law Soci-
ety will hold its Spring organiza-
tional meeting on Thursday,
February 19th at 1:00 a.m. in
room 31 of Stockton Hall. Those
interested in joining are invited .
Attendance is mandatory for
current members.
The Journal of International
Law and Economics has elected
John Sarpa to its Editorial
Board. Sarpa, who has just
returned to GW after a year's
study abroad, was unanimously
approved as Articles Editor by
last years Editorial Board. This
year the new Board likewise
approved the appointment.
Seniors Plan Reception
The annual reception honor-
ing the Law School seniors has
been scheduled by Marion
Edwyn Harrison, President of
the GW Law Association; in
co-ordination with Roy Baldwin,
President of the Student Bar
Association.
Itwill be held at the National
Lawyer's Club on Saturday"
March 20, 1976, from 4:30 - 6:30
P.M. This is an earlier date than
in the past, but is set in
deference to the earlier end of
the semester and the exam
period.
All members of the Septem-
ber 1975, Febuary 1976 grad-
uating classes and all those who
expect to graduate in May, 1976,
are being invited, along with
spouses and escorts. Individual
letters are being sent, but due to-
the vagaries of the mail, and
moving students, some may not
receive their letter. Mr. Harrison
emphasized "everyone is invited
to attend, even though the indi-
vidual invitation is not received,"
The President of the Universi-
ty, the Deans of the Law Center,
Faculty members, the Board of
Trustees members, and mem-
bers of the official family of the
Law Association will be on hand
to honor the seniors and grad-
uates. If a record of the past is
any indicator for the future, this
should be pleasant.
Last Year's Senior Reception
The Advocate-3
Excerpts of HouseCommi ttee Report on CIA
...a. Institute for Policy Studies
The FBI Manual of Instructions
allows preliminary investigations to be
opened on groups espousing extremist
philosophies. If these investigations do
not demonstrate reasonable likelihood of
uncovering criminalviolations, the Man-
ual states that they should be terminated
within 90 days.
In 1968, the FBI saw sufficient
connection between the Institute for
Policy Studies (IPS) and the Students for
a Democratic Society (SDS) to open
preliminary investigation of IPS.
The investigation was not terminated
after an initial 9O-day period, even
though it had turned up no evidence that
IPS members or their associates were
violating federal laws. Six months later,
at the end ofa vigorous nine-month
investigation oflPS, the Wasington field
office reported the results as
"negative." ...
even avoided illegal and potentially
violent confrontations with the authorit-
ies during any sort of civil protest.
'Nevertheless, this had no apparent
impact on 34 years of unproductive
spying.
...Americans are often concerned about
privacy invasions of domestic security
investigations. One-fifth of all investiga-
tions initiated by the FBI during the last
decade dealt with security matters. The
important issue is whether citizens re-
ceive a valuable product in the form of
'anticipatory intelligence which would
serve as a deterrent to, and a prevention
of, crime. While it is impossible to
accurately gauge the deterrent effect of
FBI efforts, it is obvious, that the FBI
failed to anticipate groups dedicated to
the. overthrow of the existing government
and fully committed to violence.
The FBI has likewise had a dismal
record in the prompt apprehension of
Following are excerpts from the House
Select Committee on Intelligence "Inves- ,-
tigative Record" on the Central Intelli-
gence Agency. The portions; which are
considerably abridged, are reprinted
from The Village VOICE of February
16,1976. Daniel Schorr of CBS News has
admitted to having leaked the document
after the U.S. House of Representatives
voted not to release it, 'but he will not say
how it came into his possession. -Ed.
No money shall be drawn from the
Treasury, but in Consequence of Appro-
'priations made by law; and a regular
.Statement and Account of the Receipts
and, Expenditures of all public Money
shall be published from time to time. Art.
I, Sec. 9, cl. vii, U.S. Const... .
• A CIA Station in a small country
spent $41,000 on liquor, in one year.
-, , .
• Taxpayer monies were spent to
provide heads of state with female
companions, and to pay people with
questionable reputations to make porno- •
graphic movies137 for blackmail... "What is clear is that the Russians probably already >
1370ne of these was titled "Happy
Days," with Mr. Robert Maheu as cast-have a detailed account of our intelligence sp.ending,
ing director, make-up man, cameraman .
d di far more than J'ust the budget total. In all likelihood,an irector ...
1. Deceptive Budgets
Billions of dollars spent every year for the only people who care to know and do not know
intelligence are not included' in the these costs today are American taxpayers."
official intelligence budgets,
One way this has been accomplished .~
has been by shifting items that have In August 1972, an alert Bureau agent fugitives from, the New Left under-
traditionally appeared in the intelligence collected some IPS garbage.380t ground. Domestic intelligence appears to
budget into other budget categories... The trash revealed no evidence ot be suffering from a misallocation of
... Still another technique is undervalu- criminal conduct. However, eight used resources and effort.
ation of the real .cost of certain opera- typewriter ribbons were found. Even Risks
tions... though there were no signs of crimes, and The American taxpayer clearly does
2. Czechoslovakia: Failure of Tactical despite the fact that IPS itself was not not receive full value for his intelligence
Warning suspected of crimes, FBI devoted time dollar. The costs of intelligence should
The Czechoslovakia crisis challenged and money to the expensive process of not, however, be measured in dollars
our ability to monitor an attack by the reconstructing the documents that had alone. Many day-to-day activities inevit-
Soviet Union-our prime military ad- been typed by the ribbon. ably pose real risks.
versary.We"lost" the Russian army; for.' Part of the yield was intimate sexual The Committee has found that when
two weeks... gossip.' results are measured against hazards
U.S. technical intelligence learned of FBI officials told Committee staff, alone, certain intelligence programs may
the Soviet invasion several' hours before under oath, that personal information, be wholly unacceptable; other projects
-but the information did not reach such as sexual activities, is discarded if it may too easily stray from wise and
Washington until after a Czech radio does not bear on a crime. That was not worthwhile courses, without detection.
message. The CIA later concluded that true. Information from the trash retriev- It is disturbing that the consequences
the information "might have made a . al; including the sexual gossip, was of intelligence activities are sometimes
difference" in our ability to provide the incorporated into a number of reports. In apparently given scant consideration by
tactical warning. each report, the information was attri- policy makers. Even more troubling are
One alarming failure of intelligence buted to "a source who has supplied indications that this insensitivity contin-
prior to the invasion occurred during the reliable information in the past."... ues when dangers reveal themselves.
first two weeks in August, when U.S. Only then, .after five years and no 1. Covert Action .
intelligence could not locate a Soviet evidence of law-breaking, did the The Committee has examined CIA
combat formation, which had moved into . investigation become inactive... "overt action operations and has consid-
northern Poland. Director Helms later Footnotes: . erably evidence that they are irregularly
admitted he was not "happy about those 3770ne group may taint another group. approvedvsloppily implemented, and at
two weeks" when he could not locate the The FBI initiated investigation of the times have been forced on a reluctant
Soviet troops .. , Vietnam Veterans Against the War CIA by the President and his National
3. The Mid-East War: The System Breaks because the VV AW had the misfortune Security Advisor.
Down of being mentioned favorably by the "Covert action" may be defined as
The Mid-East war gave the intelligence • Communist Party... clandestine activity other than purely
community a real test of how it can '380Institute for Policy Studies (IPS) is information-gathering, which is directed
perform when all its best technology and DASH, RA. On August two three last, [a at producing a particular political
human skills are focused on a known Special Agent] observed a private trash economic, or military result.
world "hot spot." It failed... truck picking up trash from IPS. The Successive administrations have cited
The entire system had malfunctioned. truck proceeded to a burning dump, Section 102 of the National Security Act
Massive amounts of data had proven where the trash was abandoned. [The of 1947 as the legal justification for
indigestible by analysts. Analysts, reluc- Special Agent] obtained the IPS trash, covert action. During the course of this
tant to raise false alarms and lulled by and information obtained from this investigation, the Special Counsel to the
anti-Arab biases, ignored clear warnings. source is being assigned symbol number Director of Central Intelligence has
Top-level policy-makers declined to [deleted]." NITEL Cable to Acting argued that the President, in his conduct
share perceptions gained from talks with Director, FBI from SAC, WFO, Aug. 8, of foreign relations, has an inherent
key Arab and Soviet diplomats during 1972. Constitutional mandate to authorize
the critical period. 'The fact that Israeli b. Socialist Workers Party these activities. '
intelligence, to which the U.S. often ...The investigation, which FBI officials 2. Intelligence CoUection
deferred in this period, had been wrong tacitly admit has been conducted partial- ...e. CIA Relationship with U.S. and
was small consolation... Iy under the aegis of an unprosecutable Foreign Police
7. Domestic Internal Security and Counter- statue, has revealed that the SWP is a ... Association and Collaboration with
intelligence highly law-abiding group. The SWP has U.S. Police:
Notwithstanding its charter's clear
prohibition against internal security
functions, CIA has maintained relation-
ships-many entirely appropriate-with
various Federal, state and local law
enforcement agencies.
...Of those activities, CIA's role as a
source of ordinary as well as exotic
equipment is perhaps the most troubling
and publicized. The Agency has loaned
such traditional gear as body protectors,
billy clubs, mace, and similar civil
disturbance paraphernalia. Most of the
equipment was provided during the
height of the Vietnam War movement
and may have been used by localpolice
during the May 1971 demonstrations in
Washington.
More exotic loans consisted of decod-
ers, clandestine transmitters, analyzers,
and other wiretrapping devices.
A staff examination of these practices
reveals that CIA officials usually pro-
vided equipment- on a no-questions-
asked basis, did not require the
production of court orders for eavesdrop-
ping gear, and exercised virtually no
control over the loaned items.
... "MR. ASPIN ...Does the National
Security Agency monitor telephone calls
between American citizens and foreign-'
ers abroad?
"MR.. COLBY. 'The Agency does
monitor foreign communications,
An obvious question is how can there
be such a difference in total cost
estimates? One answer is the lack of
coordination in approaching the budget.
Another is that there are no adequate
standards for what is, and is not,
intelligence spending. A final answer
may be that there is a conscious desire to
keep the totals, small, by dividing and
confusing the estimates ...
3. Spending Abuses
...a. Covert Procurement
Notional companies are merely paper
firms, with appropriate stationery and
checking accounts. These companies
make requests to the proprietaries so the
proprietary can bill an apparently
legitimate company for covert require-
ments. Needless to say, it is an expensive
way to buy a refrigerator, and should not
be used unnecessarily.
When an overseas _station requires an
item that cannot be traced to the United
States government, it sends a requisition
with a special code. One code is for items
that should not be traceable to CIA.
Another code means it should not be
traceable to the U.S. Government.
Theoretically, once these codes, called
"sterility codes,"180 are attached, there
is no more traceable involvement with the
government. However, the Committee
reviewed documents which showed that
items purchased in a non-traceable
manner are sometimes transported by
U.S. military air-pouch, rather than sent
by private carrier as a truly non-govern-
ment purchase would be ..:
180"Sterility Codes," as they are term-
ed within the Agency, designate the "de-
gree of traceability" which can accom-
pany an item procured or shipped. These
codes range from "unclassified," which
may be attributed to CIA, to a code which
designates that a purchase is so sensitive
that it is an "off-shore purchase of a
foreign item" .. ,
A medium-sized station purchased
Please tum to p. 8, col. 1
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Ethical Sense
The other day in yet another class, another professor sought
to explain to us for the hundredth time that we should not be
misled into believing that the law was really a matter of the
rule of ideas. It is in fact the rule of men. And so the rules of
substance and procedure should not be treated as though they
were rooted in moral principles. We are told it is alIa game--a
little more complex and' certainly more expensive than
Petropolis-but in fact only a game for the convenience of
daily living. .
The truth is that few of US entered the NLC with the misty
idea that the law was a sacred temple of justice, undefiled by .-.
human vice 'and personal selfishness. We knew then, as we
know now, that the law is a human institution marred in many
areas by its failure to do the kind of justice it would pretend to.
What disturbs us at times is the manner in which many
professors seem to have a callous and amused fascination with
pointing this outagain and again, like sixth-graders who just
discovered mommy can be wrong, too. Certainly much of the'
law is a matter of administrative convenience,' but the greatest
function of the law ought to be infusing some sense of right,
restitution and' remedy into the wrongs that permeate too
much of social intercourse. That professors should delight
in-e-and not decry-these failures, does nothing to improve
the legal profession's own sense of ethical responsibility, no
less the non-lawyers's vision of what the law is about ..
Yes, occasionally, in a burst of professorial sagacity, a
grand ethical problem is thrown up to us. But this, too, is a
sham. It is superficially dangled before us as a twinkling bit of
arcana and then cast aside in the attack on the next case. No
exam asks us to think further about such matters, and
students know that the class discussion will ultimately prove to
be no more than superficial chatter;
This leaves all of us, professors and students alike, in an
unbelievable poverty of real sensibility to legal ethics. Of
course, we do not want to be pontificated at, either. But surely
there is a more profound and workable method to raise our
moral sensitivities in the law beyond the Neanderthal level
that those little tidbits of class discussion reveal
William V. Walsh
'.Move 1stYear Exams!
The referendum on the legal course. As it exists how the course one credit' for two
writing and research course (see course seems to have these goals: semesters. By meeting once a
story, p.s) was approved'238to 1. general orientation to law week with each half of the
26, indicating an overwhelming school . section, the same number of,
dissatisfaction with the course as 2. introduction to the, what, instructors can half the teacher
it is now constituted. David Lee, where, and how to use the law student ratio without increasing
T 1-m'e to Wor' ry the incoming S.B.A. President, library and research materials. the number students per teach- .has enthusiastically supported 3. the A.B.A. required exposure er,
and endorsed this proposal. to ethics. Regardless of who teaches the
First year law students are circulating a petition to get the '. 'The need for change is 4. instruction in the techniques subject matter, more guidance
Fall semester exam period rescheduled before the Winter glaringly obvious and the issue is and procedures of writing legal for the instructor is necessary. A
recess. At first. glance, it might not seem to make much ripe, but we must present a . memoranda and briefs. " concrete syllabus with an orien-
difference whether exams are given before or after the cogent alternative that will not \ S. teaching how to approach and tation before thesummer could
vacation. However, this attitude ignores the strange only be viable improvement but write about issues for legal be provided. Within the first few
psychology of the first year law students. will also' have. a prayer of being purposes.. weeks the class can be monitor-
Many first year students develop a neurotic compulsion to . adopted. - Specific, preferrably The first two goals are matters ed and a critique of teaching
study. Some develop Pavlovian responses and automatically well thought out,' proposals of necessity. The effectiveness of techniques given each instruct-
highlight or brief everything they read. Others go from backed up by facts are needed. achieving these ends can be or.
outlining class notes and cases to outlining Gilberts. The most efficient use of improved. Teaching is an ex- Another goal of the course is
All this would be fine if exhaustive studying had any resources dictates that we work ceedingly difficult task 'todo well to address a series of ethical and
relation to success on exams. But it doesn't. It is as if people as closely as possible with the There is unfortunately no cor- professional code of conduct
faculty, including soliciting sug- relation between the degree of . problems. I gather from conver-
had only limite" room for information in their systems;' so that' ' 'gestions .for improvement from competancy in a field and the sations that some of my brothers
any additional input simply passes through. 'the legal writing instructors who ability to communicate that- and sisters in the law do not
It is for entering students that The Advocate supports ' understandably will view the knowledge to others. think this is important. I
changing the reading period; Sixty-three percent of the first problem from a different pers- During the first year of disagree.
year class feels that having exams after, the winter break will pective. teaching, mistakes and rough There are many grave ethical
ruin their vacation. These people should be protected from Even those students who > edges are inevitable. The large questions involved in all aspects
their own urges, and forced to take three weeks off. cannot volunteer time because of class sizes make the teaching of the law, both of a practical
Shortening the reading period' would not affect relative the press of more vital matters, process even more:complicated. and of a more conceptual
exam results, since all students are equally deprived of the can contribute by writing down In order to decrease class size, nature. Perhaps, the instructors
extra time. More importantly; first year students need a rest. .and submitting to the S.B.A. any either more teachers would be haven't had the life experience
They generally work harder than other students, and Jf they. information or recommerida- needed or the existing number to have encountered these.
. Ii tions,' I specifically want to would have to perform substan- There is a wealth of experience
lose their winter ho idays, they don't get another vacation until include in this call the evening tially more work. In these within the faculty, however, and
May. division and the second and perilous economic times it is it would seem they would be
third year students. highly unlikely the adrninistra- ideally suited to discuss these
In order to stimulate this tion can afford the expenditure.ethical problems. There should'
process I present the following for more legal writing instruct- be some method to accomplish
summary of my own and others' ors. The instructors put in an this within the confines of the
thoughts. These suggestions are enormous quantity of work last legal .writing course.
.intended to crystallize other semester and they would either I question the fourth goal,
people's thoughts and should .. not agree to or not be able to teaching formal memorandum
not be considered as chiseled in increase their work load. and brief writing techniques.
stone (or even in silly putty). . The only practical ways to The course now is inadequate to
Initially, we must establish increase the nuinber of iustruct- prepare one for actually writing
what should be the purposes of ors are to use second or third formal memos or briefs, yet it
the legal writing and research year students or to make the Pleasetum to p. 7, col. 3
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.G.B. Shaw: Loving Lies
The Advocate-S
by Billy Bancroft
George Bernard Shaw described his Heart-
break House as a fantasia, an offering to the im-
agination of the audience. The current production
of the play at the Arena Stage presents the piece
with sufficient use of surreal tone and suggestion
to engage the audience and force it to take the
work a step further-to fill in the gaps and reach
its own conclusion ..
The story takes place one - afternoon and
evening at an estate in Sussex, just before the
outbreak of World War I. The house belongs to
an aging seaman, Captain Shotover, a cantank-
erous old coot who, as his name implies, is fairly
well spent. He has become jaded and frustrated
about mankind, especially England, and now
devotes his energies to perfecting the ultimate
weapon and attaining the seventh level _of,
concentration. Shotover is also Shaw's principal
mouthpiece for his bull's-eye observations on
. British society.
The house is shared by the captain's daughter
and son-in-law, Hesione and Hector Hushabye,
whose greatest talents seem to be the random
breeding of other characters in the play. They are
creatures of a portion of British society that turns
up in similar form in contemporary British
humor, they are Monty Python's upperclass twit,
the idle rich.
Into the house this day comes a parade of.
people: Little Ellie Dunn, a young heroine who is
in love with an Erol Flynn but betrothed to an old
man: Boss Mangan, The captain of industry who
saved her dear father's business. There is Lady
Utterwood, who married into high society to
achieve social position and returns to her family
after many years, unrecognized. She is pursued by
her debonair, man of the world brother-in-law,
Randall Utterwood. He is hopelessly in love with
her, butshe is charmed by Hector. .
Finally, Boss Mangan, Ellie's fiance, and
Mazzini Dunn, her father, enter the scene. Each
has a weakness for Hesione, evening the score at
two apiece for the Hushabyes.
Early on in the play, Hesione is asked how it is
possible to love a liar. She responds, "I don't
know; but it's a good thing we can or so many of
us would go unloved." The remark fairly sets up
the thrust of the work.
The characters, once all present and accounted
for" proceed to engage in a social colloquy that,
one -by one, strips them of their facades and
reveals a pitiful person beneath.
Ellie Dunn; the little sweetheart,' has her heart
broken when she discovers the man she loves, who
turns out to be Hector' Hushabye, is no Erol
Flynn; but a flaccid Walter Mitty. When she
learns his adventures are just wishes, she is no
longer in love. But the stars in her eyes turn out to
be dollar signs as it is revealed - that her real
motivation to marry Mangan is not gratitude on
behalf of her father, but financial security for
herself. Mangan; however, turns out not to be the
robber baron he appears, but a near penniless old
blowhard.
Lady Utterwood, the grande dame, cannot
escape her origins and is probably the most crude
and mindless in the lot. Her brother-in-law is not
Prince Charming; but a simpering -excuse for
lobotomies; Even a burgular caught in the house
is not a thief, but a con man who hustles his
victims. And the last to fall-the captain's
seventh level of concentration turns out to be a
rum drunk.
In the wake of all 'this fraud; Ellie christens the
place Heartbreak House. But the hearts of the
characters were not hurt because they loved and
lost, but because they loved.a lie.
As with most of Shaw's writing, the work is not
confined to' a singular theme. There is the
expected wealth of one-liners that cut British
society and human nature to the quick.
Heartbreak House has been touted as everything
from a treatise on social psychology to a political
allegory about the ship of democracy and the
morally corruptruling class who sailit, The play
is, after all, a fantasia.
The performance being offered by the Arena
. Stage is agreeable. The acting is more than
adequate, particularly that of Robert Pastene as
Shotover. Ifyou can endure phony British accents
that sound like they were borrowed from the
Carol Burnett Show, the student discount at the'
Arena makes Heartbreak House one of the better
theatre buys in town.,
Silents are Corning
by Jeff Gorsky
The University program
board will be showing a series of .
classic silent movies this semes-
ter, a series they call Cinemathe-
que. The movies are shown each
Tuesday in the Marvin Center at
eight o'clock. Admission is a
dollar, with tickets available at
the Center's information desk.
Though many of the films have
already been shown, some of the
best films in the series remain.
The next offering is The Thief
of Bagdad, which will be shown
February 24th. Though this is
one of the less important films in
the series; it is fun, and
considerably better than. a film
shown earlier, The Narrow Trail,
in which William S. Hart, forced
to defend either the honor of his
woman or the honor of his horse,
defends the horse. The Thief of
Bagdad features the consider-
ably athletic Douglas Fair-
banks Sr. and the set designs
and special effects of William
Cameron Menzies. The film is
directed by Raoul Walsh, who
later directed some of Hum-
phrey Bogart's and James Cag-
ney's greatest movies.
Charlie Chaplin's Gold Rush,
one of his best, will be shown on
,March 2nd. In this film Chaplin
progressed from the sentimen-
tality of his earlier works, like
The Tramp, to a pathos a-
chieved through an ironic balan-
cing of comedy and tragedy. ,
King Vidor's The Big Parade,
shown on. March 9th, is one of
the most enjoyable films in the
series. John Gilbert stars as an
American doughboy, and there
are some fine anti-war scenes
with Gilbert in the trenches.
This movie is both funny and,
touching, and is' probably-King
Vidor's most consistently great
movie. Incidently, Vidor, who is
·81, may be directing another
movie, to be produced by
Francis Ford Coppola, director
of The Godfather.
Frita Lang's Metropolis will
be next, on March 23rd. Metro- .
polis is about a futuristic city
with an idle wealthy class living
off a proletariat that· works
underneath the city. Lang had
an obsession with visual imag-
ery; Henry Fonda claimed Lang
once spent half a day filming a
breakfast table, trying to get
everything visually perfect. In
Metropolis this obsession creat-
ed some great images, partic-
ularly when Lang shows' the
underground workers trans-
Please tum to p. 8, col. 1
.'. \ I ,
\ '.'
Student Rep: J. Thwaites
291-5791
JULY '75 RESULIS
Res Ipsa Loquitur
MBRC EXCEEDS
STATE AVERAGES
On 12/5/75 the results ~f the July, 1975, BaTExam
were announced in The New York Times. Of the 3,407
candidates who took the exam, 2,658 passed. The
overall passing percentage was 78%. Marino Bar Review
Course SUbstantially exceeded the official state passing,
averages. The MBRC passing rates, broken down ac-
cording to law schools, are as follows:
Albany 100% Memphis State 100%
- Boston College, 83% Univ. of Miami 100%
. Boston Univ. 83% Univ. of Michigan 75%
Brooklyn 88% New England 75%
Buffalo 82% New York law 90%
CaseWestern 100% New York Univ. 97%
Catholic Univ. 100% Notre Dame '100%
Univ. of Colorado 100%. Ohio Northern 100%
Columbia 75% Oklahoma City
Creighton 100% Univ. 66% ......
Florida State 100% Rutgers 83%
Fordham 84% St.John's 89%
Georgetown 83% USC 100%
George Washington 100% Suffolk 77%
Gonzaga , 100% Syracuse 87%.
Harvard 71% Univ. of Toledo 100%
Hofstra 88% Univ. of Virginia 100%
John Marshall 100% Washington & Lee 100%
Washington Univ. 100%
(St. Louis)
Analysis of ' the above figures' shows that _the -average MBRC
passing rate for students who attended law schools in New York
was 88%. The MBRC rate for those attending out-of-state
schools was even higher: 94%. MBRC's overall passing pereen-
tage,91%, exceeded the state average by a full 1,3%..
Will be given bV tape in Washington. Mr. Joseph Marino Jr. will be at George
Washington Law School on Thursday, Febuary 19, 1976 at 1:00 to answer all questions
. concerning the Naw Vort<Bar.
Marino Bar Review Course Inc.
53Hilton Avenue
Garden City, NV 11530
(5161 ~48-3995
6-The Advocate
Petition on First-Year Exams
A petition was circulated last
week calling for a December
examination period for the
entire law school. Dean Potts
had suggested that the petition
be circulated in order to gauge
the extent of dissatisfaction
among the class.
As of last week the petition
had only been circulated to day
students. 194 students, 63% of
the day class, had signed the
petition expressing their appro-
val of earlier exams.
Dean Kramer has put the
issue on the agenda for this
Friday's faculty meeting.
When 'exam schedule for
upperclass students moved from
January, it was believed that first
year students needed additional
time to prepare '" for finals.
However, many students have
felt that this period dissipates
concentration and robs them of-
the needed vacation break. -
(from the notes by John Myers)
SBA Election Results
Continued from p.I students always get the short end
Roy Baldwin said "there proba- of the stick in terms of schedul-
bly should be a run-off election, ing and programming. The
but that will be decided by the student government, like the
new officers at their first meet- school itself, doesn't speak for
ing." the night students. The night
Second year student David students realize this, and the
Lee, who received the most votes election was a good example.
of any candidate and more than They had the time to sign up,
twice that of his presidential and just about no one did."
opponents, said he plans "to try About the problem of winning
to get more money for student write-in candidates who may
activities and for studentorgani- have no interest in serving in
zations." This year, he said, "the SRA, Lee explained "if the night
big complaint was the shortage school write-ins don't want to
of money. For the tuition we pay, serve, as it stands 'right now, they
we should be getting a little' won't be represented. I'd like to
more money from the school." get the school involved and
Lee added that he will talk to the represented, but I can't force
Deans about the problem. someone to serve."
Reacting to the lack of night First year student Janie Er-
student participation in .the denberger said that as Day Vice
election, Lee said "the night President she would like to see
Student Bar Association Election Results
(winners in capital letters)
PRESIDENT
DAVID LEE -113
Don Reeves - 63
Robert Rodriguez - 43
DAY VICE PRESIDENT
JANIE ERDENBERGER . 72
Paul Newman ~57
William Kominers -38
NIGHT VICE PRESIDENT (all write in)
JERRY ROSEN - 8
Dennis Manken - 5
SECOND YEAR DAY REPRESENTATIVES
JENNIFER MONROE - 86
ELAINE SCHLINGER--{)3
BOBBY YADLEY - 56
Rick BYrne -30
Tony Marshall - 26
, SECOND YEAR NIGHt REPRESENTATIVE
C. JEAN IVEY - 16 '
Pierre Nys - 17 (Nys is a third year night student>
THIRD YEAR DAY REPRESENTATIVES
MICHAEL HESS - 32
ROBERT ADAMS - 4
Gary Burke - 3
Ben Levin - 3 three-way tie for the third seat
April Lucas - 3
THIRD YEAR NIGHT REPRESENTATIVE (write in)
PIERRE NYS - 9
(eleven write- in candidates with one vote each)
FOURTH YEAR NIGHT REPRESENTATIVE (write in)
SAM WALSH - 1-
REFERENDUM ON THE FIRST YEAR LEGAL RESEARCH
AND WRITING COURSE
YES - 238
no- 26
TOTAL VOTING - 264
TOTAL STUDENT BODY -1380(Dean's Office figure)
PER CENT OF STUDENT BODY VOTING - 19.13%
.EVERY AVAILABLE AID ..•
., . FOR THE LAW STUDENT
the SBA used "as ja lobbying
force for the students, providing
services for the students that no
one else can provide for them-
like expanding the book ex-
change and [new student] orien-
tation."
Jennifer Monroe, also a first
year student, said' that as a
second year day representative
she would also like to improve
the book exchange. She suggest- ,
ed that the SBA "organize the
book exchange for next year's
first year students, before we
leave this year. In this way, when
first year students register next
fall, they will be able to buy used
books at that time." _
Newly elected. SBA officers
and representatives will take
, office at 8 p.m, Thursday in the
Bacon Hall lounge. Present third
year representatives will contin-
ue to represent the class of
1976 until the end of the
semester.
SBA Alloca tions
Student Bar Association
Funds Allocation Balance
February 5, 1976
Group Allocated Expenditure to Date Balance
SBA 1905 $1901.83 $3.17
BALSA 600 386.85 213.15
BALSA
(regional) 320 214.60 105.40
CIRCLE 200 72.64 127.36
Int'l Law 250 25.00 225~OO
LARAZA 300 162.37 137.63
Law Spouses' 125 - 92.30 32.70
Lawyer's Guild 275 275.00
LSD-ABA 25 25.00
LSCRRC . -0- 111.27 111.27
Patent Law 200 200.00
Van Vleck 500 269.56 230.44
Women's Rts. 300 18.86 281.14
Total $3755.28 $1844.72
SBA Expenditures
Student Bar Association Internal Expenditures to Date
Reimbursement for money paid to (illegible)
First Year Orientation
Office Supplies (posters, stencils, typewriter ribbon, etc.)
Printing
Wages
Student-Faculty Reception
Ballroom Reservation
A.B. Dick Service Call
Panel Discussion
Disco Party (Marvin Center)
McLaughlin Discussion
66.66
,494.48
194.30
328.91
414.10
130.91
1.00
27.58
85.08
232.14
16.85
1992.01
GILBERTS LAW SUMMARIES- .
BLACKSTONE LAW SUMMARIES ~
----...
LANDMARK LAW SUMMARIES
SMITH REVIEW
.NUTSHELL SERIE"S
. AMERICAN LEGAL CASE DIGESTS
CAMBRIDGE OUTLINES
HORNBOOKS
DISCOUN'T PRICES AND
.··1•.· COMPLETE SELECTION,-Ib, AT •••
WASHINGTON LAW BOOK CO.
1917 Eye St., N.W Tel. 785-0424
Wastl'''910n
l" .. 80ok
Compan~
N ewspa per Announces COIning
Selection of-New Edi tor ial Staff
The Advocate will soon select No previous experience is neces:-
a new Editor-in-Chief, Features sary for any of these positions.
and Opinion Editor, Managing
Editor, News Editor, Sports Interested individuals are ask-
Editor, and Business Manager .. ed to contact The Advocate, by
The Advocate-7
slipping a note under the door of
Room 11 (Basement of Bacon
Hall), or by telephoning 676-
7325.
BEIGHT .BAR REVIEW SCHOOL.
CLASSESIN SILVER SPRING-
WHEATON, MARYLAND
MARYLAND BAR EXAM
_ Long course commences March 30, 1976
Short course commences June 2, 1976
Registrations are now being taken
I ForJuly, 1916 Bar Examj
FOR FURTHER IN.FORMATION
CONTACT:
Thomas l Beight
570-D North frederick· Avenue GaithersIJurg, Maryland 20760
.. Phone.', 948·6555 or 460·8350
Course Offerings Summer'1976Hofstra
Law School
Summer
program
1976
NAME OF COURSE NUMBER
FACULTY CREDITS SCHEDULED TIMES
LEGAL ETHICS 1 M
Prof. Monroe Freedman 1 :1.0-3 :00 p.m.
PRODUCTS LIABILITY 3 Tu-W-Ti;l
Prof. Aaron Twerski 1 :10 -3 :00 p.m.
INDIVIDUAL INCOME 4 M-Tu-W-Th
TAX ~ 11 :10 a.m.-1 :00 p.m,
Prof. Stuart Filler
FAMILY LAW 3 Tu-W-Th
Prof. John Gregory 9 :10 a.m.-11 :00 a.m.
. . .
Tu-W-ThREAL ESTATE 3
TRANSACTIONS 9 :10 a.m.-11 :00 a.m.
Prof. Herman Hillman
REMEDIES 3 Tu-W-Th
Prof. Malachy Mahon 9:10 a.m.-11 :00 a.m.
TRADE REGULAnON 3 Tu-W-Th
Prof. Burton Agata 9 :10 a.m.-11 :00 a.m.
DEBTOR~CREDITOR 3 Tu-W-Th
Prof. Alan Resnick 11 :10 a.m.-1 :00 p.m.
ESTATE & GIFT' TAX 3 Tu-W-Th
Prof .Linda Hirschso;r 11 :10 a.m.-1 :00 p.m.
EVIDENCE 4 M-Tu-W-Th
, Prof. Abraham Ordover 11 :10 a.m.-1 :00 p.m.
fEDERAL COURTS 3 Tu-W-Th
Prof. Stuart Rabinowitz 1 :10 p.m.-3 :00 p.m,
,.
LEGISLATIVE PROCESS 2 Tu-Th
Prof. Ronald Silverman 1 :10 p.m.-3:00 p.m.
SECURED 3 Tu-W-Th
TRANSACTIONS 1 :10 p.m.-3 :00 p.m.
Prof. Shelia Okapku
WILLS, TRUSTS AND 4 M-Tu-W-Th
ESTATES 1 :10 p.m.-3 :00 p.~.
Prof. John Sciullo
for further information:
HOFSTRA SCHOOL OF LAW
Hempstead, New York 11550
(516) 560-3636
Joseph Morris, pictured above, was a week and a half behind in his
Law Library loose-leaf work' when Assistant Librarian Robert
Bidwell hired Morris an assistant. Morris says "They must have
smelled a rat." Bidwell says "Frankly, Mr. Morris has gotten slower
and slower." Well, at least we know where to find recent loose-leafs.
Legal Research Vote
Continued from p. 4
usually results in the student
spending an inordinate amount
of time on his brief. Either this
aspect of the course should be
upgraded or dropped altogether,
since it is too important to be
done as a half way measure.
Instead of formal memos, a
'student could be assigned a
series of informal memo prob-
lems, spaced evenly throughout
the first- and second semesters.
These problems would be de-
vised by the professors in the
substantive law courses being
. taken at the time and would be
related to the course work. The
professor . could structure the
problems as he or she sees fit; all
the students on the same
problem or different groups on
different problems. The paper-
work and marking of the memos
would be performed by the legal
writing teacher, who would be
working with the professors. The
goal here would be to begin to
develop the analytical and
writing skills necessary,' but
within an intelligible context.
The current system at best
.allows an introduction to what a
memorandum and an appellate
brief are. Even this objective
would be more efficiently attain-
ed if before one learned to write
a brief, one already had an idea
how to decipher holdings from
decisions, had some basic sub-
stantive law framework, and the
incentive provided by the pros-
pect of being forced to use these
skills at work. All these points
argue for a more intensive
course available in the second or
third year. . .
As with all human endeavors
unanimity will not be reached on
the conclusions of this review. I
would hope that sometime be-
fore the end of the semester, a
series of recommendations will
be presented to the students in a
special election and to the
faculty Senate.
News Briefs
• Election of the new circuit governor of the ABA's Law Student
Division will take place at the D.C. Council meeting on March 13th.
Any student interested in running for the position should contact
Dennis Manzanares at 931~5111 or 624-8296 ·for information' and
rules.
• 'Any Law Student Division member who has a full year remaining
of law school is eligible to run for the office (subject to certification
by the school). . .,-
• The annual Criminal Practice Institute (sponsored by the Public
Defender Service and Young Lawyers Section,' will be held on March c..
19, 20 and 27th. The program involves simulated courtroom
demonstrations, email workshops, panel discussions and extensive
materials. For further information, contact Kathy Sheekeyat
223-1483. .'
• The 11th Circuit Law Student Division (of the American Bar
Association) is sponsoring the second part of "Employment '76."
The Program emphasizes the "interview". The program will
include: investigation .prior to the interview itself; the skills
necessary to turn the interview to your advantage; how to ask (and
answer) questions and approachdelicate topics; and follow-up skills
to reinforce the interview._
The Conference is FREE to Law Student Division members who
preregister by March 1st ($1.00' thereafter). NOll-Members who
pre-register pay only $1.50 ($2.50 thereafter), or $5.00 to join the
Law Student Division and attend "Employment '76";
QU. ----------~------ " ..
8-The Advocate,
.More on CIA Secret Spending Techniques
Continuedfrom page 3 ' ' , .
over $86,000 in' liquor and cigarettes
during the past five years. The majority
of these purchases were designated
"operationalgifts"-gifts to friendly
agents or officials in return for informa-
tion or assistance.
It would appear that spending prac-
tices have an uncanny way of changing
with new stations chiefs. A station that
purchased $41,000 in liquor in 1971, had
a new chief in 1972. Liquor purchases'
dropped to $25,000, which is still a lot of
liquor. ','
One station had purchased over
$175,000 in furnishings for leased
quarters and safehouses...
c.Accomodation Procurements
In addition to procuring .goods and
services tor its own use, CIA makes
"accommodation procurements" for for-
eign governments, 'officials, agents, and
others.
The Agency serves more or-less' as a
purchasing agent for an undisclosed
principal, Although the individual c for
whom the accommodation procurement
was made advances the necessary funds
or repays the Agency after delivery, the
indirect administrative costs are borne by
American taxpayers. These costs include
the salary .of the agency purchaser,
certain transportation charges, account-
ing costs, and in some cases the salaries
of training and technical' personnel,
In investigating one series of accom-
modationprocurements, the Committee
learned. that a foreign government'
received a 20 percent discount by having
CIA buy equipment in the name of the
U.S. government.
Silen ts...:.
Continued from page 5
formed into human machines. It
was Hitler's favorite film, which
is why Goebbels offered Lang
the post of head Nazi film
maker. Lang i.responded .by,
fleeing to Paris. and spent
World War II in Hollywood
making anti-facist films.
March 30th brings Carl
Dreyer's The Passion OJJoan of
Arc. Dreyer tells Joan's story
slowly, primarily, through long
close-ups of Joan's face. This is
said to make the film deeply
moving. While the movie is
interestingin many ways, itsdull
pace makes it difficult to pay
attention.
Buster Keaton's The General
will be shown on April 6th. This
film is almost' one long chase,
scene, as Keaton, playingJohnny .
Reb, tries to rescue his girl and
his train from the Yankees.
Keaton's method was opposite
to Chaplin. Chaplin, the actor,
and sometimes dancer, worked
out everything from 'within.
Where Chaplin was a dancer,
however, Keaton was a choreo-
grapher.
Together these films offer an
excellent introduction to silent'
. movies and to the history of the
motion picture. And that history
is surprizingly alive' out of the
sevendirectors mentioned in this
,article •. ";four::'-Lang; Walsh"
Chaplin; and Vidor-are still.
around and capable of making
·l1lovies. .
" .
"\ "",
If the foreign government had con- burned to the ground the evening before' money's worth, and whether non-mone-
tracted for the same items in its own two staff attorneys traveled to Harpers . tary costs' sometimes outweigh the
name, this discount would not have been Ferry to examine its records... benefits ...
available. In just two ofthese actions CIA FBI's use of U.S. Recording represents- Mr. William Colby and the post-
saved the foreign government over a grossly inefficient expenditure for. mortems certify, "warning of the Tet
$200,000 at the expense of American intelligence equipment... offensive had not fully anticipated the
suppliers... '4. BudgetSecrecy intensity, coordination and timing of the
d.Colleges and Universities ...Today, however, taxpayers and most enemy attack." A chief cause was our
Mr. Carl Duckett, Deputy Director for. Congressmen do not .know, and cannot degraded image of the enemy.
Science and Technology, testified before find out, how much they spend on spy, There were at leasttw.o primary causes
the Committee on November 4, 1975, activities. for such degradation. First. the dispute
that the Agency still has on-going This is in directrconflict with the between CIA and MACV (Military
contracts with "a small number of Constitution" which requires a regular Assistance Cenmand, Vietnam) over·
universities:" Mr. Duckett also revealed and public accounting for all funds spent .enemy strength-s-called Order of Battle
that some of, the contracts involved .by the federal government. figures-s-created false perceptions of the
"classified work," and some are covert... Those who argue for secrecy-do not enemy U.S. .forces faced, and prevented
f. U.S.Recording'. , ,mention the Constitution. They do not measurement of changes in enemy
On' October 9, 1975, the Committee ' mention taxpayers; Instead, they talk of strength over time. Second, pressure
held hearings on electronic surveillance rather obscure understandings the Rus- from policy-making officials to produce
in the United States. One of the sians might derive about some specific intelligenceindicators reinforced errone-
witnesses, Mr. Martin Kaiser, was a operation; 'even if all the Russians knew ous assessments of allied progress and
manufacturer of electronic surveillance was a single total which would be in the enemy capabilities ...
-andccunter-measure equipment. In the billions'. of dollars and would coverb. The Consequences
course of his testimony, he revealed that dozens ()f diverse agencies. According to George Allen, pressure
all sales of his equipment were routed- How the Russians would do this is not was put on CIA by Walt Rostow,
pursuant to FBI instructions-through a clear. The Committee asked, but there Assistant to the President for National
cut-out or middle-man, U.S. 'Recording was no real answer. What is clear is that Security Affairs, to' prepare positive
Company, of Washington, D.C. . the Russians probably already have a , indicators of progress in the pacification
As a result of numerous interviews, it detailed account of our 'intelligence program. When Mr. Allensuggested that
became apparent that Mr. Joseph spending, far more than just the budget there were few, he received the reply, "I
Tait-the President of U.S. Recording-s- total. In all likelihood, the only people am amazed at your unwillingness to
was a long time friend arid poker-playing who care to know and do not know these support your President in his time of
companion of Mr. John P. Mohr, the. costs today are American taxpayers ... _. need." Rostow then requested that the
Associate Director of the FBI in charge of Performance" .Office of Current Intelligence produce a
Administration until 1972. ' It is one thing to conclude thattens of compilation of extracts showingprogress,
During the course of investigation, the -' billions of intelligence dollars' have been which OCI did, while attaching a cover
staff learned the poker games had been rather independently spent, and some- , letter caveat. Rostow removed the cover
held at the Blue Ridge Club near Harpers times misspent, over the pastfew years. letter and reported to the President "at
Ferry, West Virginia, on several week- The important issues are whether this r..st an objective appraisal from CIA."
ends each year for the past decade... spending sufficiently meets our needs, Staff interviewwith George Allen, Dec. 1,
Interestingly, the Blue Ridge Club whether Americans have received their 1975...
BRI
"proudly presents
and SRI course discount day ~
The National Law 'Center
\""
Tuesday, February 24,
9:30am-8:00pm,
inthe student lounge
.1. Get your free copy' of the National Bar
Exarrination Digest. '
2., ~ on that day and save $20~$35.
.?:' >,'OIiYoliSUtnrrier,1976 bar·~COlrSe. ;,;'
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